With a gentle lilt (\( \frac{1}{4} \) = ca. 104)

Unison

flick-er-ing and float-ing through the qui-et sky;

Performance time: ca. 2:30

*Also available: Three-part Mixed/SAB (CGE270); Performance/Accompaniment CD (CGECD110).
Fire-fly, dancing in the distance, lighting our way tonight.

Down the path we follow, musing as we go:

How can you know when to fade and just when to
Fire-fly, glow? Fire-fly, glow?

Fire-fly, when morn-ing

Fire-fly, when morn-ing

wakens, where will you go?
wakens, where will you go?
Until the sun surrenders, you hide away unseen.

Then evening slips down its dark shade.